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Abstract
Primary purpose of this paper is to develop a context-dependent, multi-perspective and multilevel concept called 'supply
chain performance'; second to classify literature available on supply chain performance. The field related to performance
among supply chain partners has historically been collected through studies in micro- functional areas. While some effort
towards producing a broader organizational perspective has been made, nonetheless, performance in SCM continues to be
largely eclectic with little consensus on its conceptualization and research methodological bases. A number of key findings
emerged: consensus is lacking on the definition of the term; research on supply chain performance emphasizes to focus on
financial goals and negligible attention is given to non-financial parameters, such as, customer satisfaction, responsiveness
of the supply chain and competitive advantages. Lack of theories related to competitive aspect of SCP is also found. This
review paper has attempted to identify various conceptual and research methodological aspects of supply chain performance
along with its classification and various systems followed for the evaluation of performance among partners. This review
may be one of the first to develop a context for multi-perspective multilevel concept called performance among supply chain
members in Indian context.
Keywords-Supply chain management, Supply chain performance, Literature, Research

responsibilities and accountability of supply chain
participants. The role of performance measurement in an
organization's functioning has started gaining importance;
still there are many firms which do not have enough insights
and strategies dealing its measurement. Organizations have
shifted to supply chain management software to measure
performance related to supply chain, but still tools need to be
developed to measure the developments obtained from these
software's. Measuring supply chain performance is very
critical to know whether an organization has improved or
degraded in its efforts to bring profitability for the business.

Introduction
In today's highly global environment having a smooth
managed supply chain network is an achievement. Today the
environment is just not about the internal decisions and
actions, competition is between supply chains and not
individual organizations. Considering financial and nonfinancial factors, performance measurement of the supply
chain is required. The performance measurement enables
managers to reveal progress, drive motivation and
communication while diagnosing problems to monitor
performance. Performance measurement also provides an
insight to potential opportunities available; identify success
and effectiveness of the strategies. Performance
measurement is a process to quantify the efficiency and
effectiveness of any action. The extent to which a customer's
requirements are met is effectiveness and to measure how
economically a firm's resources are utilized when providing
a pre satisfied level of customer satisfaction is efficiency
(Neely, Platts, Gregory, 1995). The key to measure supply
chain performance is not just by studying those areas that are
under performing but also analyzing all the aspects which
are aligned with supply chain strategy. Companies looking
to excel in the market place more or less realize the
importance of supply chain performance. Supply chain
performance is associated with goals, measures,
measurement methods that specify procedures,

The objective of this paper is to develop a contextdependent, multi-perspective and multilevel concept called
'supply chain performance'. To know what exactly supply
chain performance is and to classify literature available on
supply chain performance and finally to propose areas for
future research. In totality the paper contributes to
performance measurement frameworks and metrics
involved
Classification Of Literature
The reported literature may be classified as per the various
systems followed to measure performance among supply
chain partners. Some of the systems followed for
performance measurement, reported in literature are as
follows:
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Performance Measurement Systems
The performance indicators have a long history to look
after. In 19th and 20 century, the performance indicators
were in the form: the cost per yard, the cost per metric ton
then the diversification and authorization have induced
the reformation of performance measurement and
DuPont company in year 1903 had executed the “rate of
return on investment” to appraise the performance of
different units and developed the “DuPont system scale”
which was used widely. This happened to be the way
evolution of performance measurement. Several studies
highlight the need for the right type of performance
measures and performance measurement system in the
supply chain. The paper presents some of the systems
followed till date for performance measurement:
Function based measurement system (FBMS)
Developed by Christopher in 1995. The Model explains
the detailed performance measure applicable at different
linkages of supply chain, model lacks to cover the most
important measure required to quantify the entire supply
chain. Moreover approach of this model is easy to
implement and individual departments can be targeted
too. This system isolates the supply chain from the
company strategy giving localized benefit that may harm
the total supply chain benefits.
Dimension based measurement system (DBMS)
Performance can be measured on dimensions. According
to Benita M. Beamon there are three types of dimensions
to measure performance i.e, Resources (R), Output (O),
and Flexibility (F). She further advocated that these three
dimensions are inter-related and all three of them must be
measured in order to measure performance of supply
chain.
Supply chain operations reference model (SCOR)
Supply chain operations reference model has been
developed and performed by the supply chain council and
is considered to be the framework for analyzing,
reviewing, assigning, categorizing the processes for
comparable benchmarks of a supply chain in detail. The
heart of SCOR is a pyramid of four levels plan, make,
deliver & return. The operations start from suppliers and
end up to customers. This model is a complete process of
reengineering, benchmarking business process
measurement into a cross functional framework.
Reliability, responsiveness, flexibility, cost and asset are
the five elements basis which performance of most
processes is measured.
Supply chain balanced scorecard (SCBS)
Kaplan and Norton (1992) introduced the supply chain
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balanced score card for logistics and logistics controlling. The
indicators of balanced score card must be closely associated
with organizations strategic objectives so as to enhance
performance of the supply chain. Supply chain balanced score
card tracks a limited number of indicators. Balanced score card
approach came into existence not actually for supply chain
processes. To measure performance need to closely align
metrics with organizational objectives and target must be clear.
This scorecard basically covers four areas, i.e, Financial,
customer, internal business and training.
Hierarchical based measurement system (HBMS)
As proposed by Gunasekaran et al., (2001) metrics are
classified into Strategic, Tactical and operational level in the
framework of engineering supply chain performance. To bring
decisions into actions these metrics are fit to the best place by
the appropriate management level. This model brings together
financial and non-financial aspects into which metrics are
divided.
Interface based measurement system (IBMS)
In the interface based measurement system performance
measures are defined between supply chain linkages i.e, stages.
The performance of supply chain in this model is measured by
connecting and aligning each link with other from the point of
origin to point of consumption in a view to increase value worth
of shareholder (Pohlen and Lambert, 2001). Information
sharing plays a vital role in interface based measurement
system, as this system considers supply chain to be a series with
different links and sharing of information is required at all
linkages. Transparency and trust are two role playing elements
in this approach, which is not possible at all levels of
management.
Perspective based measurement system (PBMS)
Perspective based measurement system is an inter functional
measurement system (Parikshit Charan et al.,2007) developed
by Otto and Kotzab (2002). As dimension based measurement
system, perspective based measurement system also has six
perspectives i.e, operations research, logistics, dynamics,
marketing, organization and strategy. These are the metrics
which measure performance of supply chain management.
Conclusion
This study reveals that the area of supply chain performance is
growing in importance and scope. Focus is to develop models
and design a strategy to measure supply chain performance to
cope up with changing business environment and enhance
competitiveness of the organization. There is a shift from
financial aspects to non -financial aspects in the supply chain
system. This paper has made an attempt to present a review for
performance measurement in supply chains. After briefly
discussing the definition literature review has been presented.
Paper finally discusses various systems followed to measure
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performance among supply chain.
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